Elgar Journals
Our growing list of internationally peer-reviewed, scholarly and practice-oriented journals,
covering areas of Law and Economics.

NEW
Interactive Entertainment
Law Review

NEW
Competition Law Journal
Consultant Editor: The Hon Mr Justice Roth,
Judge of the High Court (Chancery Division) and
President of the Competition Appeal Tribunal

Editors: Gaetano Dimita, Queen Mary University
of London, UK, Jon Festinger, Q.C, Simon Fraser
University and Centre for Digital Media, Canada,
Marc Mimler, Bournemouth University, UK

Editors: Sarah Long, Partner, Euclid Law Limited,
Andrew North, Of Counsel, Herbert Smith Freehills
LLP, Matthew O’Regan, Barrister, St John’s Chambers

The aim of the Interactive Entertainment Law Review
(IELR) is to serve as a peer-reviewed hub for legal
analysis of interactive entertainment, video games,
virtual/augmented/mixed realities, social media, and
all related and emergent forms of digital interactive
entertainment. IELR is published twice a year with
articles focusing on the legal changes, challenges and controversies
in this high profile and increasingly critical area of legal inquiry.

The Competition Law Journal provides competition
practitioners with a reliable source of analysis on the
law and practice in the UK and EU. Its primary focus
is on all aspects of UK competition law, from legal,
economic and policy perspectives. It also addresses
important developments in EU and international competition law. Combining
authoritative editorial comment and articles, the Journal is edited and articles
are written by leading practitioners in the field and includes analysis of essential
case law, CMA and European Commission decisions and relevant economic
analysis presented in an accessible, practitioner-focused manner.

The scope of subjects include:
•
Copyright, trademark, patent and fair use;
•
EULAs and contracts;
•
Privacy, personality and surveillance;
•
Internet and communications;
•
Freedoms and censorship;
•
Consumer protections

Published quarterly, to keep you fully up-to-date with the latest developments,
Competition Law Journal is a key reference in every competition and corporate
law library.
The Competition Law Journal provides:

High quality contributions from academic, industry and legal practitioners
are sought and welcomed.
Two issues a year • ISSN Print 2515-3870 • ISSN Online 2515-3889
Individuals: £95.00/$152.00 (online & print); £65.00/$104.00 (online only)
Standard: £295.00/$472.00 (online & print); £255.00/$408.00 (online only)
Academic Institutions: £195.00/$312.00 (online & print); £160.00/$256.00 (online only)

•

concise, practitioner-focused articles on UK, European and
international competition law and practice

•

cutting edge commentary on cases, news and developments

•

accessible economic analysis of recent cases and other
competition developments

Four issues a year • ISSN Print 1476-9085 • ISSN Online 2516-5771
Individuals: £160.00/$256.00 (online & print); £125.00/$200.00 (online only)
Standard: £395.00/$632.00 (online & print); £340.00/$544.00 (online only)
Academic Institutions: £260.00/$416.00 (online & print); £220.00/$352.00 (online only)
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Elgar Journals: Law
Cambridge International Law Journal
Honorary Editor-in-Chief: Professor Eyal Benvenisti, Director of the Lauterpacht Centre, Whewell Professor of International Law,
University of Cambridge, UK
Editors-in-Chief: Eirini Kikarea and Maayan Menashe, University of Cambridge, UK
The Cambridge International Law Journal (CILJ) succeeds the Cambridge Journal of International and Comparative Law (CJICL),
which was established in 2011 at the University of Cambridge. CILJ is a double-blind peer-reviewed journal with a broad focus
on international law. CILJ publishes in all areas of international law, including regional and transnational legal regimes, such as
European Union Law. CILJ provides a platform for both young and well-established academics to publish outstanding research on
cutting edge, highly topical international law issues alongside, and in dialogue, with each other. CILJ is well-served by an Academic
Review Board made up of distinguished international law experts from around the world. Additionally, the CILJ blog and the CILJ
annual conference are integral parts of the journal.
Two issues a year • ISSN Print 2398-9173 • ISSN Online 2398-9181
Individuals: £70.00/$139.50 (online & print); £57.00/$105.00 (online only)
Institutions: £175.00/$313.50 (online & print); £153.50/$253.50 (online only)
Single print issue: £65.00/$100.00

@CamIntLJ

Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property
Editor-in-Chief: Johanna Gibson, Herchel Smith Professor of Intellectual Property Law, Queen Mary University of London, UK
Intellectual property law attracts diverse international attention and warrants considered scholarship and analysis. Not only
is this an area of detailed practice and study, but also a significant part of each citizen’s daily life. From the question of access
to products to concerns for the creative and innovative process, this area of law is of considerable interest to scholars and
the general public alike. Modern intellectual property practice and scholarship is necessarily interdisciplinary, intersecting not
only with other areas of law, but also with cultural and socio-economic approaches to knowledge. Contemporary research
considers the operation of intellectual property in the context of human rights, social, political and economic spheres. Engaging
the diversity of perspectives on these important issues is essential to comprehensive debate, and it is this richness of debate
and interrogation to which Queen Mary Journal of Intellectual Property (QMJIP) seeks to participate, by publishing high quality
contributions to the field.
QMJIP is the only IP journal included within the Clarivate Analytics Social Sciences Citation Index.
Four issues a year • ISSN Print 2045-9807 • ISSN Online 2045-9815
Individuals: £142.50/$241.50 (online & print); £86.00/$136.50 (online)
Institutions: £356.00/$640.50 (online & print); £315.00/$513.50 (online only)
Single print issue: £65.00/$100.00

@QMJIP

Asia Pacific Journal of Environmental Law
Editors: Tim Stephens and Ed Couzens, University of Sydney Law School, Australia
Associate Editors: Saiful Karim, Faculty of Law, Queensland University of Technology, Brisbane, Australia and Manuel Solis,
Adelaide Law School, Australia
The Asia Pacific Journal of Environmental Law (APJEL) is a journal addressing the dynamic developments in environmental law in
the Asia Pacific region. First established in 1996, APJEL has a global reputation for publishing scholarly and current analysis of all
aspects of Asia Pacific environmental law and policy.
APJEL publishes original articles, case notes, comments, country reports and book reviews. It provides in-depth and critical
insights on environmental law that have relevance to those with an interest in the articulation and implementation of legal
responses to environmental and developmental challenges in the Asia Pacific region.
Two issues a year • ISSN print 1385-2140 • ISSN online 1875-8258
Individuals: £97.50/$193.50 (online & print); £79.50/$145.50 (online only)
Institutions: £205.50/$331.50 (online & print); £181.50/$291.00 (online only)
Single print issue issue: £65.00/$100.00

Journal of Human Rights and the Environment
Editor-in-Chief: Anna Grear, Cardiff University, UK, University of Waikato, New Zealand and Director of the Global Network for the
Study of Human Rights and the Environment (GNHRE)
Managing Editor: Julia Dehm, La Trobe Law School, Australia
Editors: Louis J. Kotzé, North-West University, South Africa, Evadne Grant, Bristol Law School, University of the West of England
and Stephen J. Humphreys, London School of Economics and Political Science, UK
The relationship between human rights and the environment is fascinating, uneasy and increasingly urgent. This international
journal provides a strategic academic forum for an extended interdisciplinary and multi-layered conversation that explores
emergent possibilities, existing tensions, and multiple implications of entanglements between human and non-human
forms of liveliness.
Two issues a year • ISSN Print 1759-7188 • ISSN Online 1759-7196
Individuals: £71.50/$142.50 (online & print); £58.50/$107.00 (online)
Institutions: £178.50/$320.00 (online & print); £156.50/$258.50 (online only)
Single print issue: £65.00/$100.00
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Elgar Journals: Economics
Review of Keynesian Economics
Co-Editors: Thomas Palley, Independent Economist, Matias Vernengo, Bucknell University, US and
Esteban Pérez Caldentey, Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (CEPAL)
The Review of Keynesian Economics (ROKE) is dedicated to the promotion of research in Keynesian economics. Not only does that
include Keynesian ideas about macroeconomic theory and policy, it also extends to microeconomic and meso-economic analysis
and relevant empirical and historical research.
In the founding editors’ view, Keynesian theory should hold a similar place in economics to that held by the theory of evolution
in biology. Many individual economists still work within the Keynesian paradigm, but intellectual success demands institutional
support that can leverage those individual efforts. ROKE offers such support by providing a forum for developing and sharing
Keynesian ideas. Not only does that include ideas about macroeconomic theory and policy, it also extends to microeconomic and
meso-economic analysis and relevant empirical and historical research. We see a bright future for the Keynesian approach to
macroeconomics and invite the economics profession to join us by subscribing to the journal and submitting manuscripts.
ROKE is indexed within the Clarivate Analytics Social Sciences Citation Index.
Four issues a year • ISSN Print 2049-5323 • ISSN Online 2049-5331
Individuals: £130.00/$212.00 (online & print); £86.00/$139.00 (online)
Institutions: £368.50/$593.00 (online & print); £322.50/$520.50 (online only)
Students: £52.50/$84.00 (online only)
Single print issue: £65.00/$100.00

European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies: Intervention
Managing Editors: Stefan Ederer, Austrian Institute for Economic Research – WIFO, Austria,
Eckhard Hein, Berlin School of Economics and Law, Germany, Marc Lavoie, University of Paris 13, France and University of
Ottawa, Canada, Torsten Niechoj (Lead Editor), Rhine-Waal University of Applied Sciences, Germany, and Gennaro Zezza,
University of Cassino, Italy and Levy Economics Institute at Bard College, US
The European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies: Intervention (EJEEP) is a peer-reviewed journal which serves as a
forum for studies in macroeconomic theory, economic institutions and economic policies. The recent financial and economic
crises have again demonstrated the inadequacy of orthodox economics based on neoclassical foundations, both in explaining
the causes of the crises and in suggesting the appropriate economic policy responses. Therefore, the managing editors invite
contributions acknowledging the pluralism of research approaches in economics. In particular they aim at productive debates
involving one or more variants of heterodox approaches. The managing editors contend that a wide variety of institutional and
social factors shape economic life and economic processes. Only a careful study and integration of such factors into economics
will lead to theoretical progress and to adequate economic policy recommendations. The submission of both theoretical and
empirical work is encouraged.
The roots of the EJEEP go back to 2004, when the first issue of Intervention: Journal of Economics was published. In 2008 the
journal was re-launched as Intervention: European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies. With the change of the publisher
in 2013 it has since become the European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies: Intervention.
Three issues a year • ISSN Print 2052-7764 • ISSN Online 2052-7772
Individuals: £86.00/$138.50 (online & print); £67.00/$108.00 (online only)
Institutions: £276.50/$446.00 (online & print); £237.50/$384.00 (online only)
Students: £35.00/$55.00 (online & print); £25.00/$40.00 (online only)
Single print issue: £65.00/$100.00

SUBSCRIPTION OFFERS AND PACKAGES
30% discount for new subscribers when taking out subscriptions to either all Law or all Economics journals.
Please refer to this discount when placing your request with Marston Book Services (subscriptions@marston.co.uk)

HEINONLINE LAW PACKAGE
We have partnered with HeinOnline to make our legal journals available,
at no additional cost, in Hein’s Law Journal Library with a three-year embargo.
You can also subscribe to the Edward Elgar Publishing Law Package for dual-platform
access to front- and backlist content for our legal journals, plus the Renmin Chinese Law
Review (Volume 1). Contact marketing@wshein.com for more information.

For more information about our journals, please email journals@e-elgar.co.uk

Follow us on Twitter for news, updates and offers @Elgar_Libraries
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Sign up for free trial access to Elgaronline

Elgaronline is the content platform for Edward Elgar Publishing’s books, reference works and journals, including
Encyclopedia, Research Handbooks, scholarly monographs, companions, Research Literature Reviews and much more.
Designed as a unified content platform, Elgaronline allows users to access the breadth of Elgar content in one place.
With over 4,600 titles, no DRM, unlimited user access as standard and online publication simultaneously with –
or before – print versions, Elgaronline is an easy choice.

Features for users
●
●
●
●
●
●

Intuitive user interface allows users to quickly search, filter and navigate content
Easily download, print, save and share subscribed content
Responsive site design – pages and menus resize for small screens for easy use on mobile phones and tablets
Elgar journals and eBooks accessible and searchable across one platform, enabling a unified research experience
Personal user accounts allow users to save or tag content, save searches or lists and set up alerts for new content
Export citations to: EndNote, ProCite, ReferenceManager, RefWorks, BibTex and Zotero

Benefits
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

DRM free
Unlimited simultaneous user access
COUNTER 5 usage statistics
Free MARC records provided
One time purchase for perpetual access
IP validation, plus Shibboleth and Athens login options
Options to personalise your pages and include your library logo
Frontlist available simultaneously with – or before – print version

We offer major subject ebook collections in Law, Economics, Business & Management, and
Social & Political Science.
Our major subject collections are non-overlapping and provide the most cost effective way of aquiring our eBooks.
We also offer a number of alternative purchase options including subject specific collections and tailored collections
that allow you to customise your selection from over 4,000 eBooks.

For trials, quotes, booklists and more information
North and South America
Tel: (413) 584 5551
email: elgarsales@e-elgar.com

UK and Rest of the World
Tel: + 44 1242 226934
email: sales@e-elgar.co.uk

elgaronlinesupport@e-elgar.co.uk
www.elgaronline.com
www.e-elgar.com

